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Abstract 
We show that if q # 3 is a prime power and there exists a (q, IZ, M) 1 code, i.e., a q-ary code of 
length n with A4 codewords and covering radius 1 then there exists also a (q, 1)-subnormal 
(q, qn + 1, q(qm1)nA4)1 code. We also show that all nontrivial linear q-ary codes with covering 
radius 1 are (q, 1)-subnormal with the exception of the ternary [4,2] 1 Hamming code. 
1. Introduction and basic definitions 
A q-ary code of length n is a nonempty subset of F”, where F is a q-element 
alphabet. In this paper we assume that q is a prime power, and consider codes over the 
finite field F = lF, = {cc0 = 0, u1 = 1, LX~, . .. , CX,_~}. If x = (x(l), . . . , x(~))E Ff and 
Y = (Y(l), ... > Y(n)) E [Fi, their Hamming distance d(x, y) is the number of indices i for 
which x(i) # y(i) and the weight of x is the number of nonzero coordinates in x. The 
word 0’~ 1 lo”- i E El is denoted by ei. The covering radius of the code C E [Fi is defined 
to be R if every x E [Fi is within Hamming distance R from at least one codeword of 
C and R is the smallest integer having this property. If C G [Fi has covering radius 
R and M codewords it is called a (q, n, M)R code. If C is a linear subspace of lFlf of 
dimension k and covering radius R it is called an [n, k] R code over [F,. For other basic 
definition in coding theory, we refer to [ll, Chapter 31. 
In constructing binary covering codes the ADS construction of two binary codes 
introduced in [4,2] has proved to be very good. Using this construction we can 
efficiently combine two normal linear codes, see [4,2]. In [S] the concept of a binary 
subnormal code is introduced. If the resulting code in the ADS construction is not 
required to be linear it is sufficient to assume that one of the codes is subnormal and 
the other is normal [6]. 
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These concepts were generalized to the nonbinary case in [13]: a code C G [Fi is 
q-subnormal if there is a partition of C into q subsets CO, Ci, . . . , C,_ i such that 
4% CO) + d(x, C,) + . ..+d(~.C,_~)<qR+q-l forallxE[F;, 
and C is called q-normal if we can choose C, = Cl.) = {c E C 1 c(i) = LX,} for some 
coordinate i. When q = 2 these reduce to the definitions of a binary subnormal and 
normal code. However, it was shown in [13] that many nonbinary codes, e.g. the 
perfect Hamming codes, are not q-subnormal. 
Recently, an alternative definition was presented in [7] as a generalization of the 
concept of k-seminormality introduced in [15]. According to [7] a (q, n, M)R code 
C has (k, t)-subnorm S if there is a partition of C into k nonempty subsets C, , . . . , Ck 
such that 
min d(X, C,) + max d(x, C,) < S whenever R - t < d(x, C) d R. 
(1 a 
Such a partition is called acceptable. If C has (k, t)-subnorm 2R + 1 it is called 
(k, t)-subnormal. Furthermore, we say that the subnorm of C is the smallest of its 
subnorms. If C is a linear code, of dimension m, and k = q, we call an acceptable 
partition Ci , . . . , C, consisting of a linear subcode Ci of dimension m - 1 and its 
cosets a linear acceptable partition. The concepts of (2, R)-subnormality and the usual 
subnormality in the binary case coincide (for codes with at least 2 codewords). 
As suggested in [16] it is convenient to say that a (q, n, M)R code is (q, t)-normal if 
min d(x, C”“) + max d(x a C”“) < 2R ) a 1 
a (I 
whenever R - t < d(x, u,C$)‘) d R where C$ = {(c(l), . . . , c(i - l), c(i + l), 
. . . , c(n)) E [F;- ’ 1 (c(l), . . . , c(i - I), a, c(i + l), . . . , c(n)) E C}. 
It was shown in [7] that we can efficiently combine a (q, nA, MA)RA code with 
(q, R,)-subnorm 2R, and a (q, RA - 1)-subnormal (q, n,, M,)RB code. Indeed, if the 
partitions Ai, . . . , A, and Bi, . . . , B, of A and B, respectively, are acceptable then the 
blockwise direct sum (BDS) of A and B, 
BDS(A,B) = 6 (Ai@Bi) 
i=l 
has covering radius R < RA + RB. For notational convenience, we sometimes use the 
BDS notation instead of ADS. We would like to emphasize the fact mentioned in [7] 
that when we apply the BDS it is not essential that the sets Ai (resp. Bi) are disjoint. 
It is known, see [l, 121, that if there exists a (q, n, M)l code then there also exists 
a (q, qn + 1, q(4-1)nM)1 code. In this paper we show that if q # 3 and there exists 
a (q, n, M) 1 code then there exists even a (q, l)-subnormal (q, qn + 1, qcq- ‘)“M) 1 code 
(in the binary case the result is already known, see [S]). For q = 3 it is shown that if 
there exists a (3, l)-subnormal (3, n, M)l code C with the partition C,, u Ci u CZ 
acceptable, where Ci = {CE C 1 c(l) + c(2) + ... + c(n) = i} acceptable, then there also 
exists a (3, l)-subnormal (3, 3n + 1, 32”M)1 code. We show that all the perfect 
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Hamming codes over [F, are (q, l)-subnormal with the exception of the ternary [4,2] 1 
code. Furthermore, it is shown that all nontrivial q-ary linear codes with covering 
radius 1 are (q, l)-subnormal, again with the exception of the ternary [4,2] 1 code. We 
also show that if there exist non-trivial q-ary [n,, li,] 1 and [nB, k,] 1 codes and at 
least one of them is not the ternary [4,2] 1 Hamming code then there also exists 
a q-ary [n, + n, - 1, k, + k, - l]R code with R d 2. This allows us to construct 
many new covering codes from the Hamming codes. 
2. A Construction of (q, I)-subnormal q-ary covering codes 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose q # 3,4 and 
Then for any column s of H and any x, b E F,\ {0}, we can find two more columns s’ 
and s” of H (s # s’ # s” # s) and y, ZE F,\{OJ such that xs + ys’ + zs” = 0 and 
x+y+z=b. 
Proof. Denote by s, the first column of H and by s, the one of the remaining columns 
that has x in the first row. It is clearly sufficient to prove the claim only for x = 1. 
Namely, if si + yosj + zOsk = 0 and 1 + y, + z. = b/x, then for y = xyo, z = xzO, we 
have Xsi + ysj + ZS~ = 0 and x + y + z = b. 
Assume first that i = c( E IF,\ (0). Consider columns sp and sY where CI, /I and y are 
nonzero and different. Solving for y and z in the equations 
CI + yB + zy = 0, 
a2 + y/P + zy2 = 0, 
gives 
-X(X-Y) and z = - a(a - P) 
y = B(P - Y) Y(Y - 8) 
and 
l+y+z=l+ 
G-P-Y)= 1 ++P+ a 
BY ~-- B P’ 
The coefficient of y -r is nonzero and therefore when y ranges over E,\ (0, c(, /I} 
for fixed fl the expression 1 + y + z assumes all the values of IF, except 
0, 1 - a//I, (1 - LX//?)‘. Suppose that q > 5. Then for any b E F,\ (0) it is possible to 
choose an element BE [F, such that fl # 0, fl # c(, 1 - a/P # b and (1 - a/P)’ #b 
because a quadratic equation over the field IF, can have at most two solutions. It is 
easy to check that the claim also holds for q = 2 and q = 5. 
The cases i = co and i = 0 are similar but easier, and are omitted. 0 
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Lemma 2.2. If q = 4 and F, = (0, 1, cx, u’} then the matrix 
H= 1 
( 
CI 0 a 1 
0 M2 a CI cx2 1 
has the property mentioned in Lemma 2.1. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the vectors (1, 1, 0, CI, 0), (1, CI, 0, 0, c() and (1, rx2, 1, 0, 0) 
and all their cyclic shifts are orthogonal to both the rows of H. 0 
At this point it is useful to notice that the matrices H in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 are in 
fact the parity check matrices for the perfect q-ary [q + 1, q - l] 1 Hamming code and 
therefore have the following useful property: For any two columns s and s’ of H and 
7 Y E IF,\ (01, we can find a third column s” and ZE IF,\(O) such that 
xs + ys’ + zs” = 0. Indeed, the word having x and y in the coordinates corresponding 
to columns s and s’ has distance 2 to the all-zero word and most be covered by a word 
of weight 3, i.e., there is a column s” and z E [F, \ {O} such that the word having x, y and 
z in the coordinates corresponding to columns s, s’ and s” belongs to the code. 
The construction used in the following theorem is not new, see [l, 121 and 
references therein. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose C is a (q, n, M) 1 code, q a prime power, q # 3, Define 
C’= 
i 
(a,xo,xl)...) Xq_l)lUEIF,,X&Xl )...) X,_IEQ, 
-x0 + z:x, +%:x2 + a:x, + ... + 01,2_++C, 
I$: j$I %ixi(j) = - u} 
ifq # 4 and 
Xz,X3)laE ~4,Xo,X1,X2,X3E~~,a2xo + ax1 + clxz 
+ cc2x3 E C, i cxxo(j) + f ax2(j) + i x0(j) = -a 
j= 1 j=l j= 1 I 
zifq = 4. This code C’ is a (q, 1)-subnormal (q, qn + 1, q (v ‘)“M) 1 code with the partition 
Cb v c; u ... u Cb-1 
acceptable, where 
qn+1 
c; = (c(l), c(2), . . . ) c(qn + 1))E C’ 1 C c(j) = cli . 
j=l 
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Proof. We only prove the case q # 4. The exactly same proof works also in the case 
q = 4. 
It is not difficult to show that the code C’ is equivalent to the codes in [l, 123 which 
immediately implies that its covering radius is 1. For the convenience of the reader, we 
give the very short proof of this fact. Trivially, the cardinality of C’ is q(q-l)nM. 
Let u = (u,,~, u1 ,..., u~_~)E[F~“‘~,~,E[F~,zI~,~~ ,..., v,_i~[Fi, be arbitrary. We 
first show that there is a codeword of C’ within Hamming distance 1 from v. Choose 
W(JEc&r + a;vz + ... + c&v,_, - C such that d(wo, uO) d 1, and denote 
w, = - CT:,’ CJ= 1 aivi(j) (when q = 4 we similarly choose (w,, u,,, wl, vZ, uj)). Then 
(WCC, wo, Vl, v2, ... 9 vq_ l)~C’ is as required if w0 = u0 or w, = v,. Otherwise 
v,,(j) # wO(j) for some j, and by the discussion preceding Theorem 2.3 we can lind 
a column si = (ai, u’)’ of H in Lemma 2.1 and z E [F,\{O} such that (v, - w,)s,, + 
(vo(j)-w,(j))sO+zsi=Oandthen(v,,u,,vl,...,vi~,,oi+zej,vitl,...,vq-l)EC’ 
is as required. 
Assume now that d(v, C’) = 1 and that v’ = (v’,, v’,,, . . . , v&~)E C’(v’eC6 say) and 
d(v, v’) = 1. We now prove that d(u, C;) d 2 also for every t # h. Because d(v, v’) = 1 
there are unique i and I such that vi(l) # Vi(l) (I = 1 if i = GO ). Denote x = Vi(l) - t):(I). 
By Lemma 2.1 we can find indicesj,kE{co,O,l,...,q-1) and ~,zE[F,\(OS 
such that x + y + z = c(, - cl,, and XSi + ysj + ZS~ = 0. This implies that V” 
= (v’m 3 vb, vi, . . . , v;_,, vi + xe,,vj+,, .,. , v~&~, vi + ye,,vi+l, . . . , vi-i, 0; + ze,, 
r&+1, . . . . vi_ i)~ Ci (ifj = cc then vi + ye, should be understood as vi + y; if k = co 
then vi + zel should be understood as vi + z). Because vi + xel = vi we have 
d(v”, v) < 2. Hence, d(v, Ci) < 2 as claimed. 
Finally, if v E C’, v E Cl, say, adding any nonzero CI E [F, to the first coordinate of 
v produces a word u such that d(u, C’) = d(u, v) = 1. For this word u we have just 
shown that d(u, Ci) < 2 for all t and consequently d(v, C;) < 3 for all t. 0 
It is clear from the formulation of Theorem 2.3 that if C is a linear code, then C’ is 
also linear and the acceptable partition described in Theorem 2.3 is even a linear 
acceptable partition. Indeed, if C has parity check matrix 2 then the code C’ has 
parity check matrix 
2’ = ( 1 OO...O ll...l 12612...fY.2 “. clqmltlqml...c(q-l 0 -2 ie c&7? ... ) a;_ls . 
In particular, if C is an [n = (qm - l)/(q - l), n - m] 1 Hamming code over IF, then 
S has as its columns a maximum set of linearly independent vectors of IFa. It is easy to 
verify that in this case Z-P is a parity check matrix for the [In’ = (q”‘+’ - l)/(q - l), 
n’ - m - I] 1 Hamming code over [F,. Theorem 2.3 therefore implies that if q is 
a prime power, q # 3, then every [n, n - m] 1 Hamming code over IF, with m 3 2 is 
(q, 1)-subnormal. 
In the following theorem we prove a weaker version of Theorem 2.3 for codes over 
the three-element field [F3 = (0, 1,2}. 
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Theorem 2.4. Suppose C is a (3, l)-subnormal (3, n, M)l code with the partition 
Co u C1 u C, acceptable, where Ci = {c E C / I?= 1 c(j) = i}. Then the code 
2x0 + x1 + 2x2EC, i xl(j) + i x*(j) = - a 
j=l j=l i 
is a (3, 1)-subnormal(3,3n + 1, 32”M)1 code with the partition CL u C; u CL accept- 
able, where Ci = {cEC’IC~E~~ c(j) = i}. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the matrix 
has almost got the property mentioned in Lemma 2.1: the statement of Lemma 2.1 is 
true provided that the given column s is not the second column. 
In exactly the same way as in proof of Theorem 2.3 we can show that the covering 
radius of C’ is 1. Let again u = (am, Q,, ul, U~)E [F:“+i, v, E [F3, uO, ul, u2 E F”, be arbit- 
rary. Assume that 
u, + i vo(j) + i vi(j) + f u2(j) = h. 
j=l j=l j=l 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 it is sufficient to assume that d(v, C’) = 1 and show that 
d(v, C;) d 2 for all t. Assume that d(v, 0’) = 1 for u’ = (v’,, vb, v;, U;)E C’, u’, E [F3, vb, 
v’i , vi E F”, . Again there are unique i and 1 such that v;(l) # Vi(l). If there is a choice U’ 
for which i # 0 then the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 shows that 
d(u, C;) < 2 for all t. Assume therefore that always i = 0. We then know that 
u,+ i ul(j)+ i uz(j)=O and u0=2v0+v~+2~2$C. 
j=l j=l 
By our assumption on C there is a codeword ub of C such that d(ub, u,,) < 2 and 
i t&(j) = 2t + i: ul(j) + 2 i u2(j). 
j=l j=l j=l 
Then for u;; = 2(ub - v1 - 2u,) we have d(t+,, I$) d 2. Therefore, u” = 
(urn, v;;, oi, U~)E C’ and d(v, u”) B 2. Furthermore, CJ=i u;(j) = t and v”EC;. 0 
Lemma 2.5. A cyclic ternary Hamming code is (3, 1)-subnormal. 
Proof. Suppose C G F”, is a cyclic Hamming code, and let x E F’$ be arbitrary. If x E C 
then x + eI $ C because the minimum distance of C is 3. Therefore, it is sufficient to 
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show that d(x, Ci) < 2 for all x such that d(x, C) = 1, where Ci = {CEC / c(l)+ 
c(2) + ... + c(n) = i}, i = 0, 1,2. Suppose d(x, c) = 1, c E C. Because of the cyclicity of 
C we can assume that x(1) # c(l). By the discussion preceding Theorem 2.3, there is 
a codeword v of C of the form 120’a0”-‘-3, where c( is nonzero. Without loss of 
generality, CI = 1. Because C is linear and cyclic, we know that also 
v’ = 10’20’-‘-32 E C. Now our claim follows, because d(x, c + U) d 2 for all 
u E (O”, v, v’} if x(1) = c(1) + 1, and d(x, c + U) < 2 for all u E (O”, 2v, 2v’} if 
x(1) = c(1) + 2. 0 
Theorem 2.6. If C is an [n, n - m] 1 Hamming code over F,, q a prime power, m 2 2, 
and C is not the ternary [4,2] 1 Hamming code, then C is (q, 1)-subnormal with a linear 
acceptable partition. 
Proof. For q # 3, the result follows from Theorem 2.3 and the discussion following it. 
From [ll, Theorem 6.3.11 we know that the ternary [13, lo] 1 code is cyclic, and 
therefore (3, 1)-subnormal with the partition Co u Ci u Cz acceptable where 
Ci = (CEC (c(1) + ~(2) + ... + ~(13) = i}. Th e t ernary case now follows from The- 
orem 2.4. 0 
The following lemma is due to ijstergard [17]. 
Lemma 2.7. The ternary [4,2] 1 Hamming code is not (3, l)-subnormal. 
Proof. All the pairwise distances between the codewords of the ternary [4,2] 1 
Hamming code C are equal to 3. If the partition C = Ci u C2 u C3 is (3, l)-accept- 
able then the covering radius of each Ci is at most three, and hence 1 Ci 1 3 3. Thus, 
ICi 1 = ) C, 1 = 1 C3 1 = 3. A set of three ternary words of length 4 with all pairwise 
distances equal to 3 is equivalent to either Si = (0000, 1110,2101} or 
S2 = {0000, 1110,222O). Without loss of generality, C, = Si or Ci = S1. If Ci = S2 
then d(0121, C,) = d(0122, C,) = 3, but d(0121,0122) = 1, so that at least one of the 
words 0121,0122 does not belong to C. Similarly, if Ci = Si we have 
d(0222, C,) = d(1222, C,) = 3 and d(0222,1222) = 1. In both cases we have a word 
x$C such that d(x, C,) = 3, a contradiction. 0 
From [lo] we know that the (3,4,9)1 code is unique up to equivalence. Therefore 
the existence of a (3, n, M) 1 code does not in general imply the existence of a (3, l)-sub- 
normal (3,3n + 1,3’“M)l code as we see by choosing n = M = 1. 
3. On the (q, 1)-subnormality of linear q-ary codes with covering radius 1 
Theorem 3.1. IfC is a linear q-ary [n, k] 1 code, k > 1 and C is not the ternary [4,2] 1 
Hamming code, then C is (q, 1)-subnormal with a linear acceptable partition. 
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Proof. If the minimum distance d of C is 1, then C is equivalent to a code of the form 
[F, @ D, D c Fi- ’ and the partition Ci = {a} @ D is clearly acceptable. 
If d = 3 then C as a perfect linear nontrivial code is a Hamming code (or the normal 
binary code (000, 1 ll}), see [14, Section 6.101, and the result follows from Theorem 2.6. 
Assume therefore that d = 2. Without loss of generality, there is a word c0 of C of 
weight 2 with co(l) = 1. We claim that the partition Co u C1 u ... u C,_ 1 is accept- 
able, where Ci = {CEC 1 c(1) = Ni}. Assume first that d(x, C) = 1. We show that 
d(x, Ci) < 2 for all i. Suppose d(x, c) = 1, c E Cj and that x and c only disagree in the 
sth coordinate. We can assume i #j. If s = 1 then c + (ai - c(l))co~Ci and 
d(c + (ai - c(l))c,, x) G 2. If there exists a word v E C of weight 2 having its nonzero 
coordinates in the first and the sth coordinate, then c’ = c + ((pi - c(l))/v(l))v E Ci 
and d(x, c’) < 2. However, if no such v exists then the word 
(ai - c(l))ei + (x(s) - c(s))e, of weight 2 must be covered by a codeword UGC 
of weight three (because the minimum distance of C is 2), i.e., 
u = (Ei - c(l))ei + (x(s) - c(s))e, + ye, for some YE [F,\(O) and some index m. Then 
c + u E Ci and d(x, c + u) d 2. In either case it is clear that Ci # 0 for all i. Finally, if 
x E C then x + el F# C and we have just seen that d(x + e, , Ci) < 2 for all i, and hence 
d(x, Ci) < 3 for all i. 0 
Theorem 3.2. If C is a linear q-ary [n, k] 1 code and k 3 1, then C is (q, 1)-normal with 
an acceptable coordinate i such that C$” # 8 for all a E F,. 
Proof. If C is a perfect Hamming code, the result follows from [7, Lemma 1 and the 
discussion following it]. If d < 2 the result follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 and 
the fact that 
min d(x, C?) + max d(x, C$‘) d min d((x, 0), Cf)) + max d((x, O), C:)) - 1 
a (I a (I 
for every x. 0 
From [7, Theorem 1 and Remark 1 after Theorem 11, we immediately deduce the 
following corollary. 
Theorem 3.3. If A is a q-ary (q, RJ-subnormal [nA, kA] RA code with a linear acceptable 
partition A0 u ... u A,_1 where Ai = Mix + A0 for some XE IFi and B is a q-ary 
(q, RB)-normal [nB, k,] RB code with an acceptable coordinate i such that Ca” # @for all 
a E [F, then the code 
q-1 
ADS@, B) = u (Ak @BY”) 
k=O 
is an [n, + n, - 1, kA + ks - l] R code where R < RA + Rg. 0 
Theorems 3.1-3.3 now give the following corollary. 
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Theorem 3.4. If there are nontrivial q-ary [nA, kA] 1 and [nB, k,] 1 codes and at least one 
of them is not the ternary [4,2] 1 Hamming code then there also exists a q-ary 
[nA + n, - 1, k, + kB - l]R code with R < 2. 
Correction. In [9] a reference to the paper of Conway and Sloane [3] is missing in 
Table 1 in the entry A(23, 10, 10) 3 50. 
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